Coeducation Delay Caused by Dorm Shortage

Co-education at Poly may be delayed for two years due to the nation's housing shortage. The resulting priorities that are delaying the construction of the necessary housing and facilities here.

Cold President McPhee, I don't think we can have a sufficient number of housing units necessary for them and us to get the necessary numbers of students.

In an interview with the Examiner, President McPhee feels that new housing units and needed teaching facilities will be necessary. He also said he would need justification to hire a Reporting Staff for next year. The number of students is expected to grow.

In conclusion, the housing shortage is a major problem for the university.

L. A. Examiner Photographs Veteran's Housing Units

Cal Poly's "veterans village" was opened on the pages of the Los Angeles Examiner in a full-page layout on the front and inside pages. According to R. E. Kennedy, public editor, the Examiner has been covering the housing units with great interest for some time.

The photograph and word story of the veterans' housing accommodations on the campus will be the work of the reporting staff photographer, and Joe E. Kennedy.

The Junior class meeting on Wednesday night at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Union will discuss the new student housing units.
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With approximately three months planning behind POLY Royal, and less than one month before "the only country fair on a college campus" officially opens its doors to the huge throngs of fair goers, it is time for all students to become POLY Royal conscious.

Within this last month remaining before the opening of the fair, many responsibilities rest upon a large group of students. During this period, departmental assignments must be organized and other groups must make final plans for special events.

The work of the POLY Royal executive committee for the next three months will be in vain if the departements and individual groups fail to fully realize the importance of their enterprises. It is up to these groups to either make or break POLY Royal.

The executive committee members have put in many tiring hours preparing for a variety of events to interest all, Rodeos will be held for those so inclined, tours of the campus will be conducted, and many other activities will be held for a variety of tastes.

With these great plans and with the anticipated large crowd of visitors, students have a high goal to aim at. Officials of POLY Royal have done more than the foundation work and it is up to us to build the remaining pillars to house our "bigger and better country fair on a college campus."

Every week in this column will be listed the business houses of San Luis Obispo advertising in El Mustang. It is a large ad that helps make the publication of El Mustang possible. It is in the Ad's best interest to sell these places to the Ad staff that all business will patronize these business firms.

Wicker's
Beck's Rink-rock
Anderson Hotel
2 C Penny
Bays Market
Green Giant Co.
J C. Otto
Evans Brokerage
Modern Family Laundry
Radio Station KVEC
A C. Narnoff


dear John

To all Sophs:
I, Boston, would like to make this public apology by saying that I have been guilty of a sin that is but all that is, he looked a little sick.

Next Year: The sophs have been really blowing their tops around here, but they always seem to bow down when it comes to being fresh. It must be from habit, because I can't think of any other way that these sophs could have become such (you know what they call it in the army). If you have any sworn oath against a poor face of milk of humanity named Lancaster? It seems that good music has only been here for a couple of years.

In closing I'd like to wish good luck to all the classes, and good luck to all the classes, except your own class.

Robert E. Kennedy
Faculty Advisor


dear John

What is coming off, I think the school is slipping. The only thing that was wrong was that all the departments and individual groups fail to fully realize the importance of their enterprises. It is up to these groups to either make or break POLY Royal.

The executive committee members have put in many tiring hours preparing for a variety of events to interest all. Rodeos will be held for those so inclined, tours of the campus will be conducted, and many other activities will be held for a variety of tastes.

With these great plans and with the anticipated large crowd of visitors, students have a high goal to aim at. Officials of POLY Royal have done more than the foundation work and it is up to us to build the remaining pillars to house our "bigger and better country fair on a college campus."
By Bill Roth

First of all, before I start, I think these fellows deserve a lot of credit. The past two weeks they were doing everything they could to give you, the student body, a winning fellow deserving a lot of credit for his high school from 1931-40 and major Deuel will go to the hospital to get back. Now for a few “how do you do” to some of our baseball players.

Bob John—Bob went to Tulare High School from 1936-40 and competed equally well in football and baseball. Naturally at the present time, we’re more interested in his baseball ability. He played two years of baseball, handing third base for Tulare. In his two years, his team won the valley championship once and the county championship the other year. Since ’40 Bob has been roaming around South Bound and the Merchant Marines. Right now, Bob is Poly’s first-string center guard and he is doing a fine job at that.

Don Thureen—This young lad is no stranger around our campus. He attended Poly in 1940, playing one year of baseball. From 1918 to 1940 Don saw service in the Army before coming back to Poly. With the huskies and fans that have shown so far along with his strong arm, Don should be a good man to have behind the plate this year.

Jewett Looking For More Boxers

The leather was flying last Wednes­day afternoon with Coach Joe Jewett and Frank “Slugg” Dou­ghty taking all the burden. Surely some fellows are interested in this sport. Maybe the time and place was inconvenient for most of us, so a slightly different arrangement is going to be tried. Sign-up sheets are going to be placed in all ten, convenient places for those students wishing to participate in this sport.

If a majority of students sign up, Coach Jewett, working in connection with the block “P,” will try to develop a suitable boxing team to participate at our fun nights and other sports events.

Good luck.

Football Outlook for Coming Season Bright

With body contact already under way, spring football has been going on in the Poly baseball field with the Poly baseball team.

According to Coach Howie O’Daniels, the turnout has been picking up. Forty-eight auta have been given out in date and about thirty to forty men have been out daily. The boys have been having a little scrimmage every day with everyone taking part.

When Howie was queried with the question of what eleven men looked best out there, he just laughed. He said the boys were coming along great, but he wouldn’t begin to try to name the ten or eleven men out there. He did, however, mention some of the fellows that looked good so far.

Jack Bolton, Ernie Gilbert,Man­centration, Harry Thorndyke and Bill Dyckman look good enough at ends. So far the backfield looks good and so does Ray Hendrix. He is big and fast and looks like a star of football. Another player that came out last week is Dave Cool from Arroyo Grande. Howie expects a lot of good hips playing from Cool.

Other good backs are Elvin Copeland, a cousin of Leroy老实, who played for Poly in ’41 and ’42. Ernie Bueller, a bigger bronzer from Martin county and and Rock Campbell, both Santa Barbara boys and have lots of drive. There are several good in the backfield, but the best looking prospect is Fritz Warns, who played for Michigan from before going into the service. Bob Garver, Jim Dickson and J. R. Dresbach, former Letterman Backs.

In the backfield, at quarter, Bud Lemongi stands out. Bud made a let­ter ’42 at guard, but has been added to quarter this year. At end, Poly has two men in John Bolton and Chone. Both boys are fast and have plenty of guts. At right there is Jack Ehret and Jack Maret. Johnny played a little at Redlands the past two years, he is going to give you a touchdown sketch of the Poly baseball team.

Jewett and Frank “Slugg” Doughty taking all the burden. Surely some fellows are interested in this sport. Maybe the time and place was inconvenient for most of us, so a slightly different arrangement is going to be tried. Sign-up sheets are going to be placed in all ten, convenient places for those students wishing to participate in this sport.

If a majority of students sign up, Coach Jewett, working in connection with the block “P,” will try to develop a suitable boxing team to participate at our fun nights and other sports events.

We will have to find teams in boxing when we enter the C. C. A. next year, so now is the time to get started. Coach Jewett will go all out to perfect a good boxing team providing he has a sufficient number of boys to work with.

Another giant Shut came out last week when Bob Powell, Jack James and Pied­erter in ‘43 at guard, but has been

Other good backs are Elvin Copeland, a cousin of Leroy listing, who played for Poly in ’41 and ’42. Ernie Bueller, a bigger bronzer from Martin county and and Rock Campbell, both Santa Barbara boys and have lots of drive. There are several good in the backfield, but the best looking prospect is Fritz Warns, who played for Michigan from before going into the service. Bob Garver, Jim Dickson and J. R. Dresbach, former Letterman Backs.

In the backfield, at quarter, Bud Lemongi stands out. Bud made a let­ter ’42 at guard, but has been added to quarter this year. At end, Poly has two men in John Bolton and Chone. Both boys are fast and have plenty of guts. At right there is Jack Ehret and Jack Maret. Johnny played a little at Redlands
April 12, with swimming in the tables available. The "Young Farmers Club" will be ping pong and pool for those who don't care to dance, freshments will be served, and for the ice creamers, according to the announcement, the Young Farmers Club.

Dancing in El Corral from 9 to 11 p.m. NYA Unite. Dance committee number* prospective students of the electrical department. Presentation of recreation room. Mr. Oothien, State Rehabilitation Admin. Bldg.
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Special New York Steak Dinner $1.25 Breakfast—Lunch and Dinner HOSESROSH CAFE Address from Olaboa Theatre

FORD MERCURY Authorized Sales and Service Deke Thrash 1101 Monterey St. Phone 102

What's Doing APRIL 8 to 10
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Serving the Best Sandwiches Waffles and Fountain Drinks

BETWEEN THE BANKS

Your Store — Operated for Your Benefit

EL CORRAL

Your Store — Operated for Your Benefit